
 

Slate Digital FG-X Mastering Processor VST
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full of subtle algorithms and the slate digital tone, this plugin contains
our award-winning combination of slate’s proprietary microgate

technology and the legendary ssl algorithms. what makes this plugin
distinctive is the way the sound ‘winds’ across the stereo spectrum,
rather than fading away, as you’d expect. if you’re familiar with the

classic 70’s designs of the legendary roger linn, this algorithm will be
instantly recognisable to you, and can be used for a wide variety of

applications in any daw, from the bass line to the lead vocal. the slate
digital compressor was designed by slate to make use of his

proprietary microgate technology, which allows the sound to be
sculpted without altering the tonality of the audio. we’ve seen a ton of

processors in the market that rely on generic or highly non-linear
algorithms to achieve the same kind of results, but what works well
for a drummer will sound poorly and overly processed if applied to
orchestral or vocal material. this plugin has been in the works for

quite a while now. slate digital was a bit hesitant at first to release the
fg-x mastering processor, but finally did so. i used it on every track in

this mix and it did a wonderful job of mastering my mix. i highly
recommend it to other producers out there. fantastic vocal

processing. i used 2x the plugins on this track, but i was still left with
a few weeks worth of compression to go. the slate digital bundle gave

me everything i needed in one shot. the slate digital bundle is the
only plugin bundle i would ever recommend to others. i have used

plugins from other companies in the past, and i can honestly say this
is the only plugin bundle i will be using in the future.
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